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. . . As I approached the landing-place, continued
the explorer, the savagery of the natives manifested
itself in a thousand extravagances.
In one canoe was to be seen a medicine man, waving a saffron rag, who parleyed in some inscrutable jargon; the tenant of another, a gorilla-like creature,
boarded my boat, and plied me with idiotic questions as
to whether I had been there before, where I was born,
who was my father, was I a native of the country (!!!),
what were my political opinions and my moral character,
in short, everything that an imbecile curiosity could conjure up. He paid not the least attention to my answers.
I learnt afterwards that this was part of a religious ritual
of these astonishing half-men.
The great point was that the stranger must be made
to swear some oath, no matter what, and no matter
whether true or false. The fact of attestation guaranteed the favor of their gods. So again on landing I was
confronted by another creature with a head resembling
that of a sheep, but with the expression of a vulture,
who exacted another oath to the effect that I was not
intending to trade with the natives. I swore as requested, and he was immediately satisfied; but on subsequent examination I found that he had taken advantage of my distraction to rifle my loads, and sequestrate
several articles that took his fancy. When I complained
of this through an interpreter, I was told that the articles
in question were of necessity “either displeasing to the
gods, or pleasing to them, since the gods were never
indifferent. In the first case, they must be destroyed; in
the second they must be offered to the gods. In either

case have you any right in the matter.” They added that
I might flatter my fortune that she had brought me off
so easily, for had I been a native, all my possessions
must infallibly have been seized.
But no sooner had I quitted the landing-stage with
my porters than an innumerable company of sordid persons began to jostle me. These were all ragged and
dirty; they stank horribly of stale liquor of some kind
unfamiliar to me, and also of some filthy aromatic. They
began at once to ply me with questions which made
those of my former tormentor seem almost reasonable.
For those other questions were at least such as I
could answer; the new infliction was absurd. They
asked me whether I had ever been in their country before; and on my replying “no,” inquired how I liked their
country, what I thought of its institutions and customs,
which they assured me were the best in the world.
They asked if I admired their women, who were the
most beautiful in the world, and none of whom, as they
well knew, I had yet seen. They wished even to know
things which God alone could have known, concerning
the future; how long I was going to stay, what I would
do, and other matters even more ridiculous. They then
became extremely insolent, commenting on my personal
appearance and costume, catching at my clothes and
asking their price, seeking information as to my most
private affairs, and in every way conducting themselves
as the sodden and mannerless mongrels that they were.
However, being at last for the first time well rid of
these scurvy knaves, I was able to rest to some extent,
and to listen while I ate my food to the babble around
me. On my journey from the landing-place I had already remarked that no man was able to fix his mind
upon his affairs. Every pebble by the roadside on which
the sun’s rays chanced to fall at the proper angle would
catch his eye, and crying, “Cowrie! Cowrie!” he would
leave his occupation and rush after it. This frequently
led to free fights between savages who had observed

the pebble at the same moment, and they would continue to fight even after they found it to be only a pebble. Some seemed altogether hypnotized by their desire
for cowries, and, picking up pebbles, would maintain
angrily that they were cowries, or were better than cowries, or would be cowries one day!
Their conversation was exclusively on this one subject. It was unlucky or irreligious — I was never able to
determine the root-idea in this superstition — to complete a sentence without mention of cowries, or to refer
to any object without giving its equivalent in cowries. It
was also usual to prefix to every sentence a brief invocation of the “official” god; and this I found to be the only
trace remaining of his worship. The real god is a fabulous bird — the Aquila duplex of Mungo Park may be a
congener. Fabulous, I say, though the natives assert
positively that it exists. Yet some such bird is to be
found in the western part of the country. The possession of a specimen is said to confer the highest happiness.
In default of such specimens they have dirty and
crumpled oblongs of some substance resembling paper.
These are covered with hieroglyphic signs and pictures,
and the Big Medicine Man, a mysterious being in the
interior of the country, consecrates them and issues
them. Their possession ensures good luck. Some are
more sacred than others; this depends on the signs written by the makers. For even one of these every native
is ready to perform any service, however degrading; or
to steal, rob, and murder.
There is, however, a difference in degree; it is pretended that such crimes are only honorable or even
(among the stricter sort of men) excusable when the
number or value of the oblongs is great. But each man
knows in his heart that even one of the least desirable of
these is worth the loss of his soul; for this is their religion.

The food of the country is very varied and delicious,
but the cooks are by no means skilful in their art. It is
possible, however, after some experience, to avoid actual poisoning; and this the natives themselves are not
able to do. For instead of using their noses, tongues,
and eyes, they judge wholly by ear, which, a good principle in musical criticism, is unsuited to ripe gastronomy.
Their method is as follows: Certain persons are chosen
for the loudness of their tones, and appointed to declare
the benefits or the reverse of devouring certain substances. One class cries that such a food is poison; his
opponent that it is the only true nourishment of life.
This shouting goes on continuously, and the other natives catch the enthusiasm of the shouters and join in
their sacred war-dances, which often develop into fights.
The shouters claim the direct inspiration of the god of
truth, or of the god of freedom, or of the god of the
people; but in reality they are faithful to the true but
unofficial god of this strange people, as is every one.
Those who most loudly blaspheme him are in truth often
his best servants. The shouters are employed by the
merchants, in effect, and their oracles depend upon the
commercial interests of their masters. I remarked upon
this fact to one of their greatest philosophers, and he
replied that it was the greatest proof possible of their
bona fides, that the spiritual side of the prophets should
be in such perfection of harmony with their material welfare. “What in the Abyss could be better?” (It is the
custom to affirm belief in the existence of a place of
eternal punishment by introducing its name into every
question, since certain heretics doubted it of yore.)
“Should one prophesy against himself, it would
show disunion in his being, which is no other than madness.”
The test of truth is therefore exclusively its utility.
This fact is of wide bearing, and applies directly to their
theory of law.

This is as simple in this country as it is complex in
others. The first principle is that everything is forbidden.
For example, said my interpreter, no man may carry
arms. I pointed out that (on the contrary) every man
was armed to the teeth. True, said he, therefore if any
man displease the ruling power, it is easy to destroy
him. If he pay not ample tribute, or if he lend not his
wives to the right people, or if he err in thought upon
political or social questions, there is no trouble in condemning him. There is always some crime, which all
alike commit, of which he may be conveniently accused.
This rule holds good of all laws. None are in force,
unless it be to satisfy the greed or spite of one of the
ruling class. To this there is however one important exception. There are certain classes of Shouters whose
duty it is to call attention constantly to the evil-doer.
These wisely concentrate their energies on some one
trivial matter — it is not pleasing to the gods to mention
serious affairs at all, in any connection — and they enforce the laws most drastically for the moment, while
the attention of the people can be held. Thus, on my
arrival, they had just condemned a medicine man to Ten
Years of Imprisonment for “conscientious-advice-giving.”
Other points were also most strange, even to me,
an old explorer of many of the dark places of the earth.
One essential point of law is that a forbidden thing is no
longer forbidden, if it be called by another name. Thus,
it is the custom of the country to drink arrack from a
calabash, coffee from a coco-nut; and it is forbidden to
drink arrack upon holy days. Those therefore who wish
to do so drink it from a coco-nut, and it becomes technically coffee. Similarly, in calling for the arrack, one must
say: bring bamboo-shoots. Thus is the law satisfied.
The object of enforcing laws in this sporadic manner
is obvious. Suppose a merchant spend years of labor in
the building up a big trade in silk. The Shouters then
say: “Behold this villain, the greatest rogue that walketh
upon the earth! Lo, he conduceth to luxury and to van-

ity; and the morals of our women, the purest albeit the
fairest that be in all the world, are by him corrupt.” The
indignation of the people is thus aroused, and they bethink them of the law against silk. The merchant must
then pay all that he hath to the Shouters, so that they
may not see him.
This is a most salutary custom of this people. The
merchant hath ever the fear of the Law before his eyes.
He is taught constantly the instability of human affairs,
and so from a merchant he becometh a philosopher.
The greater merchants, however, have found higher
truths. They themselves employ armies of Shouters,
and none dare offend them. In their hands they have
gathered all the images of the God of the country, without which none may do aught without blasphemy, and
blasphemy is the one crime that is always and in all
places punished, usually by death.
It is they that have destroyed or sequestrated all the
specimens of Aquila Duplex, which is not fabulous at all,
and may still be found in the western districts of the
country. But it has been to their interest to persuade
the ignorant that the bird is but a fable, and that the
oblong squares are the true God.
The evening being now come, I went forth into the
marketplace to take the air; but no sooner had I come
into their main way, which they call broad (though it is
narrow enough if one compare it with the main street of
any civilized town), and white, although it has hardly a
white building in all its length, than I was assailed by the
fearsome beast which is justly the dread of the whole
country, the terrible man-eating chicken . . .
(The remainder of this account has been deleted by the
Censor.)

